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Hyper-Kamiokande: overview  
 

Hyper-Kamiokande is a multi-
purpose Water-Cherenkov detector 
with a variety of scientific goals:  

 Neutrino oscillations (atmospheric, 
accelerator and solar);   

 Neutrino astrophysics;  
 Proton decay;  
 Non-standard physics.  



Total Volume :  0.99 Mton 

Inner Volume :  0.75 Mton 

Fiducial Volume :  0.56 Mton (0.056x10)  

Photo sensors : SK-type PMTs 

Inner detector:  99,000 20” PMTs  

Outer detector:  25,000 8” PMTs  

Nominal site :  Tochibora mine  

Hyper-Kamiokande: overview  
 

 2 tanks lying along-side, divided in 10 

compartments;  

 Compartments are optically separated;  

 egg-shape cross section;  

 20% photocatode-coverage;  

 Fiducial volume: 25 times larger than 

Super-Kamiokande;  

Detector simulation studied with WCSim 

(open-source water Cherenkov detector 

Simulation program based on Geant4);  

 Water Cherenkov: proved technology 

and scalability  

 Excellent PID at sub-GeV region (quasi-

elastic→single ring: PID > 99%);  

 Large mass → statistics always critical 

for any measurement  



Hyper-Kamiokande Timeline  
 

 International proto-collaboration has been formed (13 countries, ≈250 members);  

 Work ongoing worldwide in all the aspects of the experiment; 

 Cooperation with KEK-IPNS/ICRR to develop the project; 

 Design Report being prepared in 2015;  

 Once the budget is approved, the construction can start in 2018 and data taking 

around 2025.  



Tokai-to-Hyper-Kamiokande (T2HK) 
long baseline neutrino oscillation 
experiment  
 

 Upgraded facility at J-PARC will deliver a muon (anti-)neutrino beam towards 

Hyper-K (≈ 0.75MW, 1.56 × 1022 protons on target with 30 GeV proton beam); 

 2.5o off-axis narrow-band beam:  

 Suppresses high energy background; 

 Eν ≈ 0.6 GeV peak at oscillation maximum;  

 Pure νμ beam with < 1% ne contamination.  

new power upgrade plan of J-PARC → we expect ~>900kW by 2020, and ~1.3MW by ~2024 



T2HK Near and intermediate detectors 
 Different options for near detectors (at 280 m) are being investigated: 

- Upgraded INGRID (on axis detector for beam mean energy measurements) and 
ND280 (off axis detector for neutrino flux measurement and constraint of systematic 
uncertainties); 
- Addition of new detectors, like a 3D grid-like neutrino near detector with a water 
target (WAGASCI*), a high pressure TPC or a water-based liquid scintillation detector.  

 Add new water-based intermediate (1-2 km) detector to better constraint 
uncertainties on flux and cross-section.  

TITUS  
(arXiv:1504.08272 [physics.ins-det])  

A water Cherenkov detector Gd doped, 

surrounded by Muon Range Detector, to 

minimise systematic errors 

nuPRISM  
(arXiv:1412.3086 [physics.ins-det])  

Water column detector to minimise 

dependence on n interaction sampling 
the beam at several off-axis angles 



Physics potential  

For details see Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. (2015) 053C02. 

 Sensitive to CPV with less matter effect  

 Off-axis beam with relatively short baseline  

 Best matched with low energy, narrow band beam  

 

Assumptions: 

 Integrated beam power: 7.5 MW×107 sec (i.e. 0.75 MW for 10 years running) → 

1.56×1022 POT; 

 n running / n running → 1:3; 

 

Physics potential evaluated with a simultaneous fit of the appearance and 

disappearance spectra;  

 

Realistic estimation of the systematic uncertainties (based on the experience of T2K).  



Systematic uncertainties 

Systematic errors extrapolated from well-established T2K analysis, with 

reasonable improvements: 

 

 Flux and ND constrained uncertainties → conservatively assumed to be the 

same as T2K;  

 ND-independent cross-section uncertainties → assumed improvements due to 

availability of water target and new samples in ND;  

 Far detector uncertainties → reduced due to availability of larger samples at 

HK near detectors and atmospheric events for systematics studies.  

Flux ND-independent 
Far detector Total 

&ND-constrained cross section 

n  mode 
App 3.0% 1.2% 0.7% 3.3% 

Disapp 2.8% 1.5% 1.0% 3.3% 

n  mode 
App 5.6% 2.0% 1.7% 6.2% 

Disapp 4.2% 1.4% 1.1% 4.5% 



ne appearance 

Appearance n mode Appearance n mode 

large fiducial mass and high-power J-PARC neutrino beam → Large statistics! 

Dominant background is intrinsic ne contamination in beam; In anti-neutrino mode also larger 

wrong-sign background. 
Suppression of mis-identified p0 from improved p0 rejection. 

signal Background 
Total nm ne NC BGTotal 

n  mode 3016 28 11 523 172 706 3750 

¯ n  mode 396 2110 9 618 265 891 3397 

nm / nm CC ne / ne CC nm ne 

Normal mass hierarchy with sin2 2q13 = 0.1 and dCP = 0 are assumed 



Effect of dCP at Hyper-Kamiokande 

Neutrino mode: Appearance Antineutrino mode: Appearance 



nm disappearance 

expected number of nm candidate events 

nm CC NC nm → ne total 

n  mode 17225 1088 11 1 999 49 19372 

¯ n  mode 10066 15597 7 7 1281 6 26964 

nm CC ne CC ne CC 

n mode n mode 



Sensitivity to dCP 
76% (58%) of dCP space covered at 3s (5s) with better than 19 degrees uncertainty for 7.5MW107s 

 Assuming sin2 2q13 = 0.1, sin2 q23 = 0.5 and Dm2 = 0.0024 eV  

 Fraction of dCP space for which sin dCP = 0 can 

be excluded with 3s/5s 

 1s uncertainty as a function of the 

integrated beam power.  



Sensitivity to q23 and Dm2
32 

 Expected 1s uncertainty of sin2q23 and Dm2
32  

 uncertainty of Dm2
32 better than 1.5 x 10-5 eV2 

for NH/IH 

Octant degeneracy resolved with a constraint from reactor experiments 

True sin2 q23  Dm2
32 (10-5) 

0.50 0.015 1.4 

0.55 0.009 1.5 

0.45 0.006 1.4 

sin2 q23 

Without reactor With reactor 

Reactor constraint on sin2 2q13 = 0.1 ± 0.005 is imposed 

true values sin2q23 = 0.5 and 

Dm2
32 = 2.4 × 10−3 eV2 

true values sin2q23 = 0.45 and 

Dm2
32 = 2.4 × 10−3 eV2 



Significance of MH determination as a 

function of the Hyper-K lifetime  

Use atmospheric neutrinos to determine mass hierarchy; 

3s after 10 years data taking for sin2 q23 > 0.42 (0.43) for NH (IH)  

Sensitivity to Mass Hierarchy  



Accelerator and Atmospheric data 

If mass hierarchy unknown, several minima because unable to separate 

CP violation from matter effects. 

Combination of accelerator and atmospheric data resolves ambiguity!  



Summary 

 The Hyper-Kamiokande experiment offers a variety of physics 

goals, in particular measurement of neutrino oscillation:  

 76% (58%) of dCP space covered at 3σ (5σ) with better than 19 

degrees uncertainty;  

 If mass hierarchy is not known, Hyper-K can reject wrong 

hierarchy with more than 3σ;  

 Resolve q23 octant degeneracy with help of reactor constraint 

on q13; 

 Very broad physics potential (solar neutrinos, supernova 

neutrinos, proton decay, etc.);  

 Data taking starts around 2025 according to current schedule.  





Backup slides 



SK HK 

Total volume 50 kT 990 kT 20x SK 

Fiducial volume 22.5 kT 560 kT 25x SK 

PMTs 11k 20” 99k 20” (20% coverage) 

SK vs. HK 



Neutrino and anti-neutrino flux with 
J-PARC beam 

 Neutrino flux is estimated by T2K collaboration by tuning MC modeling of hadronic 

interactions to NA61/SHINE data. 

 T2K flux simulation used with the horn currents raised from 250 kA to 320 kA 

 Predicted uncertainty on the neutrino flux calculation assuming that replica 

target hadron production data are available  



Oscillation parameters in the fit 

Oscillation parameters used for the sensitivity analysis and 

treatment in the fitting 



Expected sensitivities of the Hyper-K  



HyperK detector 












